The Twilight Zone Radio Dramas, Volume 12
**Synopsis**

Experience one of television’s greatest science fiction series: The Twilight Zone. This collection of episodes is fully dramatized for audio and features a full cast, music, sound effects, and narration by some of today’s biggest celebrities. "The Howling Man", starring Fred Willard: During a walking trip of Central Europe following World War II, a man loses his way and winds up in a monastery where the monks believe they have captured the devil himself. "Mr. Bevis", starring Bruno Kirby: A kindly fellow’s life is turned upside down when he receives "help" from his guardian angel. "Showdown with Rance McGrew", starring Chris McDonald: Television cowboy star Rance McGrew finds himself in a real Old West story where Jesse James challenges him to a showdown over television’s negative depiction of outlaws. "The Old Man in the Cave", starring Adam Baldwin: After an atomic holocaust, a tiny community has managed to survive for 10 years by following the instructions of the mysterious "Old Man in the Cave", as relayed to them by Mr. Goldsmith, their leader. "Ninety Years without Slumbering", starring Bill Erwin: An elderly man believes he will die if his grandfather clock stops ticking, and when the clock is given away, he must stop at nothing to keep it wound. "Caesar and Me", starring Jason Alexander: Broke and jobless, ventriloquist Jonathan West is no match for his evil dummy, Little Caesar, who grabs the chance to set him up for a big fall.
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**Customer Reviews**

Love it!!! Great anytime.. Long trips, commuting and working around the house provided i can stop my earbuds from constantly falling out
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